CORUS ENTERTAINMENT SPECIALTY
2016/2017
ABC Spark
Cheer Squad (10x60min)
July 6
Canadian Original, World Broadcast Premiere
They are young, smart, beautiful and driven. They are a sisterhood, helping each other through
relationships, school, new jobs, and everything in between. They are also elite athletes, idolized by
thousands and members of the best cheerleading team in the world. Cheer Squad follows the two-time
World Cheerleading Champions on a quest to keep their crown. Can they balance the challenges of life
off the mat with their all-consuming battle to stay on top?
ACTION
truINSIDE (8x60min)
August 30
Canadian Broadcast Premiere
The documentary series truINSIDE dives into the untold tales behind the iconic comedy that has kept
audiences laughing for decades, including films such as Airplane!, Election, Fast Times At Ridgemont
High, Bridesmaids and more. These rarely heard stories are told directly by the people who were on the
inside, sharing the truth about how it all got so damn funny.
Brand new seasons of returning series on ACTION this fall include: Billy on the Street and Impractical
Jokers.
BBC Canada
A brand new season of A Place to Call Home returns to BBC Canada this fall.
CMT (Canada)
Still the King (13x30min)
June 12
World Broadcast Premiere
Still the King features Billy Ray Cyrus as Vernon Brownmule, aka “Burnin Vernon,” a scandal-ridden,
washed-up, one-hit-wonder who was kicked out of country music, only to emerge 20 years later as the
second best Elvis impersonator around. After crashing into an old country church sign during a drunken
bender, he is arrested and sentenced to return and serve as the church’s handyman as part of his parole.
Along the way, he pretends to be the congregation’s new minister and reconnects with a former onenight-stand, when he learns he has a 15-year-old daughter he’s never met.
Almost Genius (20x30min)
September 7
Canadian Original, World Broadcast Premiere

Almost Genius is a new and unique viral video sketch comedy series. The best viral videos from around
the world are paired with talented comedians, who are inserted right into the action using innovative
digital production techniques. The comedians become characters in the videos, adding an extra layer of
fun to the proceedings – and the resulting clips are quirky, wacky, oddball and always hilarious.
Billy Goes North (12x30min)
Fall 2016
Canadian Original, World Broadcast Premiere
Billy Goes North chronicles the adventures of Billy Bretherton (Billy the Exterminator) as he goes deep
into the Canadian wild. In his new surroundings, Billy tackles bigger, badder pests, crazy, out-of-control
critters, and gnarly animals that other exterminators can’t (or won’t) handle alone.
Brand new seasons of returning series on CMT (Canada) this fall include: I Love Kellie Pickler, Chrisley
Knows Best and Last Man Standing.
Disney Channel
Bizaardvark (18x30min)
June 24
Canadian Broadcast Premiere
Best friends Paige and Frankie take the video blogging world by storm with their quirky online comedy
channel “Bizaardvark.” Upon hitting 10,000 subscribers, these besties are invited to produce their videos
at the influential Vuuugle Studios. In this cool environment – and with the help of longtime friend and 12year-old agent Bernie, plus fellow Vuuugle stars Dirk and Amelia – these best friends embark on comedic
adventures in their quest to rule the blogosphere.
Elena of Avalor (26x30min)
July 22
Canadian Broadcast Premiere
Princess Elena, voiced by Aimee Carrero (Young & Hungry), began her journey long ago when her
parents and kingdom were taken from her by the evil sorceress, Shuriki. Elena bravely faced the
sorceress to protect her little sister, Princess Isabel, and grandparents but in the process, her magical
amulet pulled her inside its enchanted jewel, saving her life but imprisoning her at the same time.
Decades later, Princess Sofia of Enchancia discovers the truth about the amulet she has worn since
joining her royal family and sets out to restore Elena to her human form and help her return to the
kingdom of Avalor.
Disney Junior
Brand new seasons of returning series on Disney Junior this summer and fall include: Doc McStuffins
Toy Hospital, Miles from Tomorrowland, The Lion Guard, Sheriff Callie’s Wild West and Sofia The
First.
Disney XD
Future-Worm! (21x30min)
August 2016
Canadian Broadcast Premiere
A boy from today and a worm from tomorrow fly their time machine lunch box straight into the heart of
adventure!
Brand new seasons of returning series on Disney XD this fall include Star Wars Rebels and Gamer’s
Guide To Pretty Much Everything.
DIY Network Canada

Brand new seasons of returning series on DIY Network Canada this fall include: Treehouse Guys, Texas
Flip and Move, First Time Flippers, Garage Gold, Salvage Dawgs, Renovation Realities, House
Crashers, and Yard Crashers.
Food Network Canada
Brunch @ Bobby’s (13x30min)
September 3
Canadian Broadcast Premiere
Brunch @ Bobby's invites viewers to sip a Bloody Mary with Bobby Flay and join him in his greatest
passion: cooking brunch. From sweet to savoury, and for any occasion, Brunch @ Bobby's is Bobby in his
element: cool, calm, relaxed with a spatula in one hand, a cocktail in the other and nowhere to be! Brunch
has never been more inviting.
Inspired with Anna Olson (10x30min)
Fall 2016
Canadian Original
In this new food series, internationally acclaimed celebrity chef, Anna Olson, travels in Southeast Asia for
an unforgettable culinary journey that takes her from the street-food stalls of Singapore to the high-end
restaurants of Hong Kong and many places in between. Anna discovers unique ingredients in the markets
and is taught original techniques directly by local cooks and distinguished chefs. Inspired by the delicious
dishes she encounters and the culinary culture she experiences, Anna takes what she learns back home
to her kitchen and creates mouth-watering new recipes.
Top Chef Canada All-Stars (10x60min)
Winter 2017
Canadian Original, World Broadcast Premiere
Near winners and fan favourites from the previous four seasons of Top Chef Canada go knife-to-knife
with something to prove in a series of adrenaline-pumping challenges that test them mentally, physically
and emotionally. It’s the ultimate Top Chef Canada face-off!
Brand new seasons of returning series on Food Network Canada this fall include: Bake with Anna
Olson, Beat Bobby Flay, Best of Carnival Eats, Cake Wars, Cooks vs. Cons, Cutthroat Kitchen,
Food Factory, Farmhouse Rules, Giada in Italy, Great Food Truck Race, The Pioneer Woman,
Sugar Showdown and Valerie’s Home Cooking. Chopped Canada returns 2016/2017.
FYI
Zombie House Flipping (8x60min)
Fall 2016
Canadian Broadcast Premiere
In Zombie House Flipping, millennial house flipper Justin Stamper and his team of renovators have
found a solution to the abandoned, rundown “zombie” homes in Florida. As the “Robin Hoods of Real
Estate” in Orlando, Justin and his team buy and fix up dilapidated, sometimes bank-owned homes,
making big money in the process but not without difficulties along the way.
A brand new season of Waterfront House Hunting returns to FYI this fall.
HGTV Canada
Beachfront Bargain Hunt: Renovation (12x60min)
August 2016
Canadian Broadcast Premiere
Families who achieved their dreams of buying an affordable vacation home are now tasked with the tough
job of turning it into the relaxing oasis they envisioned when they purchased it. In each episode of

Beachfront Bargain Hunt: Renovation, the families work together to transform their new properties into a
home away from home, proving that with a little imagination and a lot of muscle it’s possible to have a
relaxing getaway.
Bryan Inc. (13x60min)
September 2016
Canadian Original, World Broadcast Premiere
In the exciting new series Bryan Inc., Bryan and Sarah Baeumler embark on their first business venture
together to buy, renovate and sell homes for profit. The dynamic husband and wife duo transform into
builder and designer while trying to balance a busy home life with their four active kids. Working together
is bound to impact their relationship, as Sarah and Bryan’s competing tastes and differing visions cause
many hiccups, but their humour and signature banter see them through every struggle.
Moving the McGillivrays (10x60min)
September 2016
Canadian Original, World Broadcast Premiere
In the new series Moving the McGillivrays, contractor and Income Property host Scott McGillivray and
his wife Sabrina plan and build a dream home for their young family. The McGillivrays haven’t lost sight of
the fact that there are families who need help on the home front. Scott decides to help build a home for a
hard-working family in need, while making sure his new house is completed on time and on budget. There
will be laughter and a few tears when both homes are move-in ready and two families’ dreams come true.
Holmes and Holmes (6x60min)
Fall 2016
Canadian Original, World Broadcast Premiere
Holmes and Holmes is a brand new series that follows Mike Holmes and his son, Mike Jr. (MJ), as they
transform MJ’s modest bachelor bungalow into the perfect two-storey home for MJ and his girlfriend, Lisa.
While Mike and MJ share a last name, a strong work ethic, and a desire to help others, they don’t always
see eye-to-eye. Their different approaches provide the foundation for unexpected moments of humour
and drama, though they always vow to build it right. Holmes and Holmes is a memorable father/son
journey with a hammer and a dream!
Brand new seasons of returning series on HGTV Canada this fall include: House Hunters Renovation,
Tiny House Hunters, Island Life, Island Hunters, Caribbean Life, Beachfront Bargain Hunt, Flip or
Flop and Tiny House, Big Living. Winter 2017 returning series include Timber Kings, Humble Home
Hunters and Leave it to Bryan. Spring 2017 returning series include My Floating Home and Home to
Win.
HISTORY
SIX (8x60min)
August 28
Canadian Broadcast Premiere
Written by William Broyles (Castaway, Apollo 13, Jarhead) and David Broyles, a military special
operations veteran, SIX follows a brotherhood of modern American warriors, Navy SEAL Team Six,
whose 2014 mission to eliminate a Taliban leader in Afghanistan goes awry when they uncover a U.S.
citizen working with the terrorists. This drama is inspired by the real missions of SEAL Team Six,
capturing their complex personal lives, and the life and death decisions they make. Starring Barry Sloane
(Revenge), Kyle Schmid (Copper), Juan Pablo Raba (Narcos), Edwin Hodge (Chicago Fire), Brianne
Davis (Jarhead), Nadine Velazquez (Ride Along 2), Dominic Adams (Devious Maids) and Walton
Goggins (The Hateful Eight, Justified).
Airport: Below Zero (10x60min)
August 31
Canadian Original, World Broadcast Premiere
Airport: Below Zero follows the crews fighting to keep North America's most northerly big city airport open

– whatever the weather. This series revolves around the comings and goings at Edmonton International
Airport. From in-flight and airport emergencies to irate passengers, Airport: Below Zero goes behind the
scenes of a major international airport.
Auction House (1x60min)
Fall 2016
Canadian Original, World Broadcast Premiere
Fifteen years ago they were a small group of friends selling rare coins. Last year they cleared $1 billion in
sales. Dallas-based Heritage Auctions is now the third-largest auction house in the world nipping at the
heels of industry stalwarts Christie's and Sotheby's. This is the first series that takes viewers inside the
high stakes world of a top-tier auction house.
Black Watch (working title) (1x90min)
Fall 2016
Canadian Original, World Broadcast Premiere
Black Watch tells the epic story of five men who fought their way through WWII as a team of snipers and
scouts. Their mission is to clear towns of Nazi soldiers who could decimate advancing Allied troops. This
is a ‘Band of Brothers’ story as told by the men who experienced it: the surviving members of a sniper unit
from Canada’s most storied regiment, the Black Watch. The Black Watch snipers did the dirtiest work in
the war, armed with nothing but their wits and their rifles, as they endured the ultimate test of combat in
the liberation of Western Europe from Nazi tyranny. Most of these men are still alive, and their intimate,
first-hand accounts of the hell they fought through are combined with compelling and dramatic recreations of their battle experiences.
Nazi Treasure Hunters (8x60min)
Spring 2017
Canadian Original, World Broadcast Premiere
A team of crack investigators is on a present-day search for billions of dollars worth of treasures stolen by
th
Nazis in the greatest theft of the 20 century. The series follows the team as they track down still-missing
works of art, gold and artifacts estimated to be worth over $100 billion. In some cases, they re-unite
precious treasures with their rightful owners.
Knightfall (10x60min)
2016/2017 Season
Canadian Broadcast Premiere
Knightfall is an original, scripted drama series chronicling the mysterious but true accounts of the Knights
Templar, the elite warriors of the Crusades. The Knights Templar’s heroic exploits in the Crusades has
fascinated for centuries, inspiring popular stories from Knights of the Round Table to the Jedi Knights
of Star Wars. Knightfall reveals the great secrets protected by the Templars and tells the story of faith,
loyalty and brotherhood that help sustain these warriors on the battlefield, and the dark events that would
th
forever sear the infamous date of Friday the 13 into the world’s psyche. Knightfall is produced by A+E
®
®
Studios in association with Oscar and Golden Globe nominee Jeremy Renner’s and Don Handfield’s
production company The Combine and Midnight Radio.
Brand new seasons of returning series on HISTORY this fall include: War Junk: Operation Market
Garden, War Junk: Crossing the Rhine, War Story: Collateral Damage, Forged in Fire, Gangland
Undercover, Mountain Men and Ice Road Truckers. Real Vikings returns winter 2017 and Vikings
returns in 2017.
Lifetime
Brand new seasons of returning series on Lifetime this fall include: Dance Moms, Little Women: LA and
Bring It!
National Geographic Channel

Years of Living Dangerously (8x60min)
Fall 2016
Canadian Broadcast Premiere
Years of Living Dangerously features some of Hollywood’s biggest influencers who are passionate about
environmental issues, and will reveal emotional and hard-hitting accounts of the effects of climate change
from across the planet. Correspondents include Jack Black, Ty Burrell, James Cameron, Thomas
Friedman, Joshua Jackson, David Letterman, Aasif Mandvi, Olivia Munn, Arnold Schwarzenegger,
Ian Somerhalder, Cecily Strong and more, all giving first-person accounts from locations, shockingly
close to home, where the effects of global warming are most prevalent. They will cover crucial issues like
severe hurricanes, historic droughts and the rapidly increasing extinction rate of our planet’s wildlife. The
result will be a gritty and raw look at not only how our species has impacted our planet, but also how we
can save it for future generations.
Killing Reagan (1x120min)
Fall 2016
Canadian Broadcast Premiere
Killing Reagan is a two hour special based on Bill O’Reilly’s book of the same name. Just two months into
his presidency, Ronald Reagan lay near death after a gunman's bullet came within inches of his heart.
His recovery was nothing short of remarkable, or so it seemed. Reagan was grievously injured, forcing
him to encounter a challenge that few men ever face. Could he silently overcome his traumatic
experience while at the same time carrying out the duties of the most powerful man in the world?
Nazi Attack on America (1x60min)
Fall 2016
Canadian Broadcast Premiere
The year is 1919 and World War I has ended but one man, Karl Donitz, is not focused on peace. A
veteran of Germany's WWI submarines, Donitz is being held in a British prison. Awaiting release, he is
already imagining another war, a war he believes Germany can decisively win. The key will be the
German "Unterseeboot" or "U-boat." Analyzing U-boat performance in World War I, Donitz believes
Germany could have won if they had more submarines. He runs the numbers and calculates that with a
large enough fleet of subs, he could sink ships faster than they could be replaced, starving England and
forcing their surrender.
MARS (6x60min)
Fall 2016
Canadian Broadcast Premiere
One hundred years from now, thousands of our descendants will be living on the fourth planet from the
sun. From Academy Award-winning team, Brian Grazer and Ron Howard, this is the story of how we got
to Mars. Intercutting dramatized sequences of our Mars future, with documentary access to the cuttingedge space engineering happening right now, this series takes viewers on a journey which will redefine
humanity’s place in the universe.
Explorer (25x60min)
Fall 2016
Canadian Broadcast Premiere
Explorer, the longest-running documentary series in cable television history, honoured with nearly 60
Emmys and hundreds of other awards, continues as a series of major specials on the National
Geographic Channel. In the course of more than 2,000 films, Explorer has taken viewers to more than
120 countries, opening a window on hidden parts of the world, unlocking mysteries both ancient and
modern, and investigating stories of science, nature and culture.
Brand new seasons of returning series on National Geographic Channel this fall include: The Story of
God with Morgan Freeman, Nazi Megastructures, Wicked Tuna: Outer Banks, Airport Security:
Colombia, Star Talk, Science of Stupid and Live Free or Die. Breakthrough returns winter 2017.
Nat Geo WILD

Animal ER (6x60min)
Fall 2016
Canadian Broadcast Premiere
Animal ER provides unprecedented access to Gulf Coast Veterinary Specialists (GCVS) and their team of
animal loving specialists. The series follows exotic animals like bighorn sheep, falcons, and seals to the
more domestic like dogs and cats from the moment their owners rush them into the ER, through
diagnosis and treatment up until the moment they go home. With their state of the art surgery suite, Dr.
Beale and his team of experts showcase life saving techniques as they face critical treatments of all kinds
around the clock.
Faces Only a Mother Could Love (3x60min)
Fall 2016
Canadian Broadcast Premiere
Faces Only a Mother Could Love celebrates those forgotten members of the animal kingdom with freaky
faces and grotesque forms. Rather than considering these animals less fortunate, this series explores the
functionality behind their forms and shows the reasons behind nature’s design, even if does not meet the
human sense of aesthetic and beauty.
Asia's Amazon - The Forbidden River (3x60min)
Fall 2016
Canadian Broadcast Premiere
Asia's Amazon - The Forbidden River explores the unspoiled natural world along the river and its
tributaries and tells amazing stories of the wildlife and traditional communities that battle to survive in a
unique and, to Western eyes, largely unknown environment. This is a visual and dramatic journey of
discovery along the mighty Amur River, an expedition into a lost and exotic world.
Wild South Africa (3x60min)
Fall 2016
Canadian Broadcast Premiere
South Africa is a land full of contrasts and superlatives, offering a wealth of natural wonders, breathtaking
scenery and extreme habitats including the driest of deserts with vast dunes. Endless African savannas
like those shown in picture books, mountains with craggy gorges, warm, humid forests, and fertile
vineyards with old Dutch-style manors. Many consider South Africa to be the most beautiful country on
earth.
World's Funniest Dogs (1x60min)
Fall 2016
Canadian Broadcast Premiere
The new special World’s Funniest Dogs features some of the most unbelievable videos of good dogs that
have done hilariously bad things. Then, the actual owners and dogs get to see if these “Hounds from Hell”
are still up to no good, or if they’ve reformed their ways.
How Dogs Got Their Shapes (1x60min)
Fall 2016
Canadian Broadcast Premiere
How Dogs Got Their Shapes will look at dogs from their cute noses to their adorable tails, learning the
amazing ways that different breeds’ shapes have changed over time. The story of their shapes and how
they came to be and the fascinating facts about dogs both past and present will be explored.
Who's Your Doggie? (1x60min)
Fall 2016
Canadian Broadcast Premiere
Who’s Your Doggie? is a clever, funny, inquisitive show where dog owners with mixed breed pups find
out exactly what breed their dog is. In this one hour special, pet owners bring in their mystery breed pets
and explain their mutt’s curious behaviours and physical traits while two dog experts take their own

analysis. Then the score is settled with a DNA test using one of the most reliable labs in the world and
each breed is revealed.
Brand new seasons of returning series on Nat Geo WILD this fall include: Dr. K's Exotic Animal ER, Dr.
Oakley: Yukon Vet, The Incredible Dr. Pol, Animal Fight Night, and Africa's Deadliest.
OWN: Oprah Winfrey Network (Canada)
My Baby’s Having a Baby (10x60min)
Winter 2017
Canadian Original, World Broadcast Premiere
Dramatic and emotionally charged, My Baby’s Having a Baby is a new and unique multi-generational take
on the life-changing experience of teenage motherhood told from the point of view of a new grandmother
and teen mom. Over six months, audiences follow five families from Canada and the United States as
they deal with births, babies, relationships, finances and graduating high school. At the best of times, the
relationship between a teen and her mom is bumpy - add pregnancy and motherhood to that relationship
and you’ve got a combustible, emotionally charged situation underpinned by unconditional love.
Brand new seasons of returning series on OWN: Oprah Winfrey Network (Canada) this fall include:
Iyanla: Fix My Life, Oprah: Where Are They Now?, Super Soul Sundays, Welcome to Sweetie Pie’s,
Dateline, 20/20 on OWN and Extreme Weightloss.
Showcase
Travelers (10x60min)
Fall 2016/Winter 2017
Canadian Original, World Broadcast Premiere
Hundreds of years from now, the last surviving humans discover the means of sending consciousness
back through time, directly into people in the 21st century. These "travelers" assume the lives of
seemingly random people, while secretly working as teams to perform missions in order to save humanity
from a terrible future. The travelers are: FBI Special Agent Grant MacLaren (Eric McCormack, Will and
Grace), the team's leader; Marcy (Mackenzie Porter, Hell on Wheels), a young, intellectually disabled
woman in the care of her social worker, David (Patrick Gilmore, Gracepoint); Trevor (Jared Paul
Abrahamson, Awkward), a high school quarterback; Carly (Nesta Marlee Cooper, Heroes Reborn), a
single mom in an abusive relationship; and Philip (Reilly Dolman, Supernatural), a heroin-addicted
college student. Armed only with their knowledge of history and an archive of social media profiles, the
travelers discover that 21st century lives and relationships are as much a challenge as their high-stakes
missions.
Incorporated (13x60min)
Fall 2016
Canadian Broadcast Premiere
Set in a near future where corporations have unlimited power, Incorporated, a futuristic thriller from Matt
Damon, Ben Affleck & Jennifer Todd’s Pearl Street Films, CBS Television Studios and Universal Cable
Productions, centres around Ben Larson (Sean Teale, Reign), a young executive who conceals his true
identity to infiltrate a very dangerous corporate world to save the woman he loves. But he’ll soon learn
that he’s not the only one whose secrets may have deadly consequences. In addition to Teale, the series
®
®
will star Eddie Ramos (Teen Wolf), Golden Globe nominee Dennis Haysbert (24), and Emmy Award
winner Julia Ormond (Mad Men).
Supergirl (22x60min)
Fall 2016
Canadian Broadcast Premiere
Supergirl is an action-adventure drama based on the character from DC, Kara Zor-El, Superman's (KalEl) cousin who, after 12 years of keeping her powers a secret on Earth, decides to finally embrace her
superhuman abilities and be the hero she was always meant to be. Twelve-year-old Kara escaped the

doomed planet Krypton with her parents' help at the same time as the infant Kal-El. Protected and raised
on Earth by her foster family, the Danvers, Kara grew up in the shadow of her foster sister, Alex, and
learned to conceal the phenomenal powers she shares with her famous cousin in order to keep her
identity a secret. Years later, at 24, Kara lives in National City assisting media mogul and fierce
taskmaster Cat Grant. She works alongside her friend and IT technician Winn Schott and famous
photographer James Olsen, who Grant just hired away from the Daily Planet to serve as her new art
director. However, Kara's days of keeping her talents a secret are over when Hank Henshaw, head of a
super-secret agency where her sister also works, enlists her to help them protect the citizens of National
City from sinister threats. Though Kara will need to find a way to manage her newfound empowerment
with her very human relationships, her heart soars as she takes to the skies as Supergirl to fight crime.
Starring Melissa Benoist (Glee, Danny Collins, Whiplash), Mehcad Brooks (True Blood, Necessary
Roughness), Chyler Leigh (Grey’s Anatomy), Jeremy Jordan (Smash, Joyful Noise), David Harewood
(Homeland), and Calista Flockhart (Brothers & Sisters, Ally McBeal).
A brand new season of Rizzoli & Isles returns to Showcase this fall.
Slice
Style Factory (14x30min)
September 2
Canadian Original, World Broadcast Premiere
Style Factory is a new, exciting and addictive behind-the-scenes look at how fashion and beauty products
are made. On Style Factory, our style must-haves become the headline editorials in a magazine-style
format, each with colourful sidebars revealing new information from company insiders and celebrity style
experts. Each episode features one iconic product, one luxury item, one trending product and an item
“just for men.”
Real Housewives of Toronto (10x60min)
Winter 2017
Canadian Original, World Broadcast Premiere
The Real Housewives franchise is back with a facelift! This brand new series is opening its doors to six
glamorous, larger-than-life housewives from Toronto. Real Housewives of Toronto promises franchise
fans an intimate look at the luxurious lives of the city's wealthiest women from their extravagant day-today escapades in Toronto to grandiose getaways to their exclusive colossal cottages in Muskoka –
Canada’s playground for the rich and famous. But not all that glitters is gold as these women reveal
details about their relationships, family drama, including the highs and lows of living large in the big city.
A brand new season of First Dates returns to Slice this fall. Series returning later this year include:
Ladies of London, Million Dollar Listing LA, Real Housewives of Atlanta, Real Housewives of
Beverly Hills, and Vanderpump Rules.
TELETOON
Atomic Puppet (26x30min)
Fall 2016
Canadian Original, Canadian Broadcast Premiere
Atomic Puppet is the story of an ordinary kid (Joey Felt) and his extraordinary transformation from super
fan to superhero. Joey’s idol, the iconic superhero Captain Atomic is turned into a hapless puppet (named
AP) that can only be activated when he’s placed on Joey’s hand. The “fusion” of Captain Atomic and Joey
creates a new hero named “Atomic Puppet.”
Supernoobs (26x30min)
Fall 2016
Canadian Original, Canadian Broadcast Premiere

Supernoobs is a super-powered series where four 12-year-old best-friendies - Kevin, Tyler, Shope, and
the Roach are accidentally recruited by an intergalactic alliance to help stop an evil space-virus spreading
across the galaxy. Now these “noobs" have to not only survive the harrowing hallways of middle school,
but also have to crush microcosmic infections that turn earthlings into contagious beasts with one goal in
mind: destroying Earth.
Counterfeit Cat (26x30min)
Fall 2016
Canadian Original, World Broadcast Premiere
Counterfeit Cat is the story of Gark, a naive nine-year-old alien with uncontrollable superpowers and
destined to save the universe, and Max, an anxious but vain house cat who would prefer to save himself.
Sent for training off-world, Gark mistakes Max for a tiger that can teach him to be a hero so he can fulfill
an ancient prophecy and save the universe. The problem is Max doesn’t know much about being brave:
he knows about watching TV, knitting and coughing up fur balls. But Gark’s adventurous instincts force
Max to act like the tiger Gark believes him to be.
Brand new seasons of returning series on TELETOON this fall include: Inspector Gadget, Alvinn!!! and
the Chipmunks, Freaktown, Rocket Monkeys, Ultimate Spiderman and the Sinister Six, Avengers:
Age of Ultron and The Tom & Jerry Show (2011).
Treehouse
Ranger Rob (26x11min)
Fall 2016
Canadian Original, World Broadcast Premiere
Let’s get outside! Ranger Rob is an enthusiastic, adventurous, and all about getting outside to play,
explore and discover! Bursting with boy-energy, Ranger Rob zip-lines, vine-swings and even snowboards
his way around as he discovers new and exciting places in his own big backyard – Big Sky Park, the
coolest outdoor adventure park ever!
Rusty Rivets (26x22min)
Fall 2016
Canadian Original, Canadian Broadcast Premiere
Rusty Rivets follows the animated adventures of Rusty as he invents his way out of jams by repurposing
parts and objects into the wildest, coolest contraptions ever.
Brand new seasons of returning series on Treehouse this fall include: Little Charmers, Mike the Knight,
Trucktown, Max & Ruby and Blaze.
W Network
Chesapeake Shores (8x60min)
August 25
Canadian Broadcast Premiere
Based on the best-selling book series by Sherryl Woods, the series focuses on the O’Brien family, a
multi-generational clan who reunite in their hometown on the banks of the Chesapeake Bay after years
apart to face the memories of their past and learn the importance of reconciliation. Starring Meghan Ory
(Once Upon a Time), Jesse Metcalfe (Desperate Housewives, John Tucker Must Die), Treat Williams
(Everwood), and Diane Ladd (Enlightened).
The Bachelorette Canada (9x90min)
Fall 2016
Canadian Original, World Broadcast Premiere
Romance, rivalry and, quite possibly, true love! Canada’s most eligible bachelorette is in search of the
man of her dreams and hopefully her groom-to-be, in this hit reality series. The Bachelorette is ready to
find love and will embark on a romantic journey as she meets 20 handsome bachelors, all vying to win

her heart. The guys compete for the Bachelorette’s affection via individual and group dates involving local
and far-flung romantic encounters and adventures. As the Bachelorette narrows the gild and the number
of men dwindles, romance and tensions rise. At the end of her romantic voyage, if she has found Mr.
Right, will there be a proposal – and from whom?
My So Called Wife (working title) (10x60min)
Winter 2017
Canadian Broadcast Premiere
The scripted comedy series follows Maddie, a master-of-disguise con artist who gets men and women to
fall in love with her, marries them and then disappears with their money and just enough dirty inside
information to guarantee they will never go to the police. Things get complicated, however, when her
latest victims track her down just as she eyes her next mark. Starring Inbar Lavi (The Last Witch Hunter),
Rob Heaps (Frankenstein and the Vampyre: A Dark and Stormy Night), Parker Young (Suburgatory),
and Stephen Bishop (Being Mary Jane).
Worst to First (10x60min)
Winter 2017
Canadian Original, World Broadcast Premiere
Every family has their dream neighbourhood. That one area they would love to move to but can’t quite
afford – until now. Talented duo, Mickey Fabbiano and Sebastian Sevallo, help these desperate
families find the worst house in the best neighbourhood and transform it into a home that is first in their
hearts.
Brand new seasons of returning series on W Network this fall include: Love It or List It Vancouver,
Property Brothers, Love It or List It, Buying & Selling with the Property Brothers and Brother vs.
Brother.
YTV
Ride (20x30min)
Fall 2016
Canadian Original, World Broadcast Premiere
Ride is a live action series that follows the adventures of Katherine “Kit” Bridges when she and her dad,
Rudy, move to England for his new job at Covington Academy, an elite equestrian boarding school. Life
at a new school is never easy – particularly when you are afraid to ride – but Kit will be able to handle any
challenge she faces thanks to her new friend, TK, who just so happens to be the most stubborn and
difficult horse at the Academy.
Driving Me Crazy (20x30min)
Fall 2016
Canadian Original, World Broadcast Premiere
Driving Me Crazy is a fast-paced, fun-fuelled reality series for the whole family where unlicensed teen
drivers and the parents that teach them have to work together to pass the ultimate driver’s test.
Loud House (20x30min)
Fall 2016
Canadian Broadcast Premiere
The Loud House follows Lincoln Loud and his 10 sisters for an inside look at what it takes to survive the
chaos of growing up in a huge family.
Brand new seasons of returning series on YTV this fall include: Stanley Dynamic, Game Shakers,
Henry Danger, Nicky, Ricky, Dicky & Dawn, Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles and Spongebob
Squarepants.

